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Dear Readers 
If you ever hesitate to share your spiritual experience or cannot determine if you should write 

something on a spiritual topic; always keep in mind these two things: 

First and foremost, consider the opportunity to write, share your experience as an opportunity to 

express your gratitude towards your Guru or God. Be it Sai-Baba or any other spiritual master who has 

helped progress further in your life; expression of gratitude opens the doors to further blessings and 

grace. The experience can always inspire someone and instill faith.  

Secondly, when we share our inputs on spiritual topics, whether it helps anyone else or not; it does 

benefit the writer. While it may appear that the very act of writing is for others, in true sense it is for us. 

All our acts ultimately bring fruit to us. Acts which are done selflessly, without any ulterior motive and 

dedicated as offerings to God or Guru are the best acts.  

Om Sai Ram. Baba bless you and your family.  
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The Fireball from the Sky 
This excerpt is from the book “Apprenticed To A Himalayan Master” by Sri M. This book is filled with 

details of spiritual journey of living master Sri M. When I read this book, it appeared very similar to the 

book titled “Autobiography of Yogi” by Paramhansa Yogonanda. I don’t mean the content is identical; 

just the nature of the content of the two books i.e. how unseen dimensions of this universe work to help 

a seeker on its spiritual journey, inspiring passages, humbling details of Himalayan yogis, gurus & 

masters etc. The book is food for a yearning soul and will be surely liked by all I believe. The below text 

also has certain relationship to Shirdi Sai Baba and hence it was equally pleasing to share with you all. 

Om Sai Ram. Love, Light & Peace to you. 
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…………………………………………..... On the third night at Arundhati cave, I was woken up by what I at first 

thought was the rumbling of thunder. I opened my eyes and saw Babaji in his usual sitting posture, back 

towards me, silhouetted by the light of the Dhuni. I looked beyond, and from between two parting 

clouds, emerged something that was roughly the size of a full moon, but could not be the moon. 

Instead of the cool, silvery, white light shed by the moon, this object was a glowing ball of fire, and as it 

moved closer the rumbling became louder. Then it came towards the cave and landed right on the 

Dhuni, with the sound of a thunderclap. I was so scared that I could not even sit up, but Babaji sat 

upright like a statue, unaffected and unmoved. I wanted to call out to him, but my vocal chords refused 

to function. Some-how, I pulled myself up to a sitting position. My whole body trembled with fear. A 

strange spectacle unfolded before my astounded eyes. The rumbling had stopped and there was utter 

silence. The fireball, which 'was about two feet in diameter, split vertically into two, and out of it 

emerged something that caused goose pimples all over my body. It was a large snake, with a hood like a 

cobra, glowing electric blue, as if made of a transparent, violet, glass like material, with electric filaments 

lit inside. The snake-like creature's eyes glowed, and it hissed softly. 

My fear vanished the moment I saw the creature bend down and touch Babaji's feet with its hood. 

Babaji blessed it by touching its head with his right hand, and then did something, which for a second, 

made me wonder if what I was seeing was a silly dream, or reality. He hissed in reply. The blue cobra 

straightened up and sat facing Babaji. A hissing conversation went on for quite some time. Then Babaji 

said, "Madhu, come forward and see the deputy chief of the Sarpa Loka." I moved forward and carefully 

sat behind Babaji. The snake hissed. Babaji said, "Bow down to Nagaraj." I bowed low before the snake. 

At close quarters, I could see that he was quite big and had intelligent sparkling eyes. The snake hissed 

and touched my head with his forked tongue. I found that I was not the least bit frightened, although I 

could feel a mild electric shock passing through my body. Then abruptly, it slithered back into the globe, 

the two halves of which clicked shut, and with a rumbling sound, the globe took off and soon vanished 

in the clouds. I could not but ask Babaji to explain. "Babaji," I said, "I deserve an explanation. If I said this 

to anybody, they would think I am utterly crazy, or that I am concocting some kind of fiction, so I shall 

keep this to myself. But please, explain to me." "Yes," Babaji said, "you are right. Not many will believe 

this experience of yours but you will have to share it with the public, when you write your 

autobiography. It does not matter who believes or does not, but I will explain to you. Truth is often 

stranger than fiction. "In the Milky Way, there exists a stellar system with seven planets and eighteen 

moons. One of these planets is called Sarpa Loka, and is entirely inhabited by highly evolved, hooded 

snakes. The serpents are called the Naga devatas. The person you saw is the deputy chief of this realm 

and he is called Naga-raja. The supreme head of the Nagas is the five-hooded golden serpent, known in 

ancient Indian texts, as Anantha. 

"Thousands of years ago, when humanity was still in infant stages of mental evolution, there was regular 

contact with Sar-pa Loka. The wise and evolved Nagas frequented the earth, and spent long periods 

here, teaching and educating human beings. The snake worship you come across in all ancient 

civilizations is a tribute to the advanced Nagas of yore. Their images were venerated for the deep 

wisdom that they possessed. They also taught the secret of the kundalini energy initially, again symbol-

ized by a serpent. Patanjali who gave the world the Ashtanga Yoga Sutras, was himself a Naga, and is 

depicted as half man and half snake. The snake on the pharaoh's head and the snake coiled around the 

yogi-god Shiva, are all symbolic representations of wisdom and power, imparted to certain human 

beings by the Naga teachers. "But then, as always seems to happen, human beings, as they became  
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more powerful, began to also become more self-centered and cunning. Humans, or at least a majority of them, were 

ready to even kill for personal gain. Some felt threatened by the intellectually and spiritually superior Nagas, and 

forget-ting their indebtedness, began to use the powers that they had acquired from the Nagas against them. "At one 

point, there were large scale massacres of the Na-gas. The Supreme Naga Chief decided to recall the Nagas from earth, 

and cut all connections, except with some human beings who were highly evolved spiritually. Overnight, they were 

transported back to Sarpa Loka. A small number of Nagas, who were either sick or too old, or in rare cases, rebels who 

defied the orders of the Supreme Chief thinking that they still could do something with the human beings, got left 

behind. "The serpents and snakes that exist in the world today are the descendants of those who were left behind, and 

who, through years of in-breeding, have become retarded, and no longer possess the great qualities of their ancestors. 

However, as I told you, the channels of contact were kept open with highly evolved beings of the human race. 

 

 
When the great Sai Nath of Shirdi left his body for three 

days, and returned on the fourth day, to the great 

astonishment of the general public who had thought that 

he had died, he told his close circle of associates that he 

had gone to settle a dispute in some other world. "The 

other world he spoke of, was the Sarpa Loka.  
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The dispute, which I cannot reveal to you, was not 

completely settled, and has come up again. 

Nagaraj here went to Sri Guru for help, and on his 

suggestion, came to me to discuss the matter." 

"Babaji," I said, "all this sounds so bizarre, that if I 

ever wrote a biography — which I might do, at 

some point, since you say so, the readers would 

either dismiss it as the ravings of an unbalanced 

mind, or as pure fiction. I don't care. So, let it be." 

Babaji laughed. "I repeat again," he said, "truth is 

stranger than fiction, and even if the story 

stimulates their imagination, there is hope that 

they might at some point realize that there are 

greater realms of consciousness which cannot be 

comprehended by dry logic, and currently 

available levels of intelligence.  

"However, by the time you attempt your 

biography, even the scientific world would have 

expanded its knowledge of outer space and other 

planets. The suspicion that life exists, or existed on 

other planets or stellar systems, will be 

strengthened by the discovery of water, and other 

conditions suitable for the evolution and 

sustenance of life forms in hitherto unsuspected 

parts of the cosmos. Perhaps, some unprejudiced 

scientist might consider it worthwhile to at least 

give your story the attention it deserves. Beyond 

that, considering the stupid attitude of dismissing 

anything that does not fall under the category of 

`established norms' as unscientific, have no hope. 

"Now, you must be tired. Go sleep?' 
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The Snake and the Frog 
 

From Sai-Satcharitra chapter 47: This is a real-life story as told by Sai-Baba to emphasize how our actions 

follow us even across lives. It is important to be aware of birth and death cycles and ensure we reduce 

our sufferings progressively by cultivating less anger, less greed, less attachments, less pride etc. Om Sai 

Ram.  

 

Sai Baba said - "One morning after taking My breakfast I strolled along till I came to a small river bank. 

As I was tired, I rested there, washed My hands and feet and had a bath and felt refreshed. There was a 

foot-path and a cart-track sheltered by shady trees. The breeze was also blowing gently. As I was 

preparing to smoke chillim (pipe), I heard the croaking of a frog. I was striking the flint and lighting the 

fire, when a traveller turned up, sat by My side, bowed to Me and politely invited Me to his house for 

meals and rest. He lit up the pipe and handed it over to Me. The croaking was heard again and he 

wanted to know what it was. I told him that a frog was in trouble and was tasting the bitter fruit of its 

own karma. We have to reap now the fruit of what we sow (do) in our past life, and there is no use in 

crying about it. Then he smoked and handed over the pipe to Me and said that he would go there in 

person and see for himself. I told him that a frog was caught by a big snake and was crying. Both were 

very wicked in their past life and were now reaping the fruit of their actions in these bodies. He went out 

and found that a huge black serpent was holding a big frog in its mouth. 

He turned to Me and said that in about 10 or 12 minutes the frog would be eaten up by the snake. I said, 

"No, this can't be. I am its father (protector) and I am here now. How shall I allow the snake to eat it up, 

am I here for nothing? Just see how I release it." 

After smoking again, we walked on to the place. He was afraid and asked Me not to proceed further as 

the snake might attack us. Not minding him, I went ahead and addressed the creatures thus:- "Oh 

Veerbhadrappa, has not your enemy Bassappa yet repented though he has been born as a frog, and you 

too, though born as a serpent, still maintain bitter enmity against him? Fie upon you, be ashamed, give 

up your hatred now and rest in peace." 

Hearing these words, the snake left the frog quickly and dived into the river and disappeared. The frog 

also jumped away and hid itself in the bushes. 

The traveller was much surprised; he said that he could not understand how the snake dropped the frog 

and disappeared at the words uttered, who was Veerbhadrappa and who was Basssappa, and what was 

the cause of their enmity. I returned with him to the foot of the tree and after sharing a few puffs of 

smoke with him I explained the whole mystery to his as follows:- 

 

There was ancient holy place sanctified by a temple of Mahadev about 4 or 5 miles from My place. The 

temple was old and dilapidated. The residents of the place collected funds for its repairs. After a large 

amount was collected, arrangement for worship was made and plans with estimates for repairs were 
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prepared. A rich local man was appointed the Treasurer and the whole work was entrusted to him. He 

was to keep regular accounts and be honest in all his dealings. He was a first-class miser and spent very 

little for the repairs, which consequently made very little progress. He spent all the funds, swallowed 

some amount himself and spent nothing from his pocket. He had a sweet tongue and was very clever in 

offering plausible explanations regarding the poor and tardy progress of the work. The people again 

went to him and said that unless he lent his helping hand and tried his best, the work would not be 

complete. They requested him to work out the scheme and again collected subscriptions and sent the 

amount to him. He received it, but sat as quiet as before without making any progress. After some days, 

God (Mahadev) appeared in his wife's dream and said to her - "You get up, build the dome of the 

temple, I will give you a hundred-fold of what you spend." She told this vision to her husband. He was 

afraid that it would involve him in some expenses and therefore laughed it out saying that it was a mere 

dream, a thing not to be relied and acted upon, or else why did not God appear to him and tell him? 

Was he far off from her? This looks like a bad dream, having for its object the creation of ill feeling 

between husband and wife. She had to remain quiet. 
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God does not like big subscriptions and donations collected against the wishes of the donors, but He 

likes ever trifling amounts given with love, devotion and appreciation. Some days after, God again 

appeared in her dream and said - "Do not bother yourself about your husband and the collections with 

him. Don't press him to spend any amount for the temple. What I want is, feeling and devotion. So give, 

if you like, anything of your own." She consulted her husband about this vision and decided to give God 

her ornaments given by her father. The miser felt disconcerted and decided to cheat even God in this 

item. He undervalued the ornaments at Rs.1,000/- and bought them himself and in lieu of the amount 

gave a field to God as endowment or security. The wife agreed to this. The field or land was not his own, 

it belonged to one poor woman named Dubaki who mortgaged it to him for Rs.200/-. She was not able 

to redeem it for long. So the cunning miser cheated all, his wife, Dubaki and even God. The land was 

sterile, uncultivated and worth nothing and yielded nothing, even in best seasons. 

Thus ended this transaction and the land was given in the possession of the poor priest who was pleased 

with the endowment. Sometime later on, strange things happened. There was a terrific storm and heavy 

down-pour of rain; lightning struck the house of the miser, when he and his wife both died. Dubaki also 

breathed her last. 

In the next life, the rich miser was born at Mathura in a Brahmin family and was named Veerbhadrappa. 

His devout wife was born as the daughter of the priest of the temple and was named Gouri. The woman 

Dubaki (the mortgagor) was born as a male in the family of the Gurav (attendent) of the the temple and 

was named Chenbassappa. The priest was a friend of Mine, He often came to Me, chatted and smoked 

with Me. His daughter Gouri was also devoted to Me. She was growing fast and her father was seeking a 

good husband for her. I told him not to worry about this as the bridegroom himself would come seeking 

her. Then there came a poor boy named Veerbhadrappa of their caste, wandering and begging his bread 

to the priest's house. With My consent Gouri was given in marriage to him. He was also at first devoted 

to Me as I recommended his marriage with Gouri. Even in this new life he was hankering after money 

and asked Me to help him to get it as he was leading a married man's life. 

Strange things happened. There was a sudden rise in prices. By Gouri's good luck, there was a great 

demand for land and the endowment land was sold for one lakh of rupees (100 times the worth of her 

ornaments). Half the amount was paid in cash and the remaining was to be paid in 25 instalments of Rs. 

2,000/- each. All agreed to this transaction, but began to quarrel over the money. They came to Me for 

consultation. I told them that the property belonged to God and was vested in the priest and Gouri was 

his sole heiress and proprietress and no amount should be spent without her consent and that her 

husband had no right whatsoever to the amount. Hearing my opinion Veerbhadrappa was wroth with 

Me and said that I wanted to establish Gouri's claim and embezzle her property. Hearing his words, I 

remembered God and kept quiet. Veerbhadrappa scolded his wife (Gouri) and she came to Me at noon 

and requested Me not to mind the words of others and not to discard her as she was My daughter. As 

she thus sought My protection I gave her a pledge that I would cross seven seas to help her. Then that 

night Gouri had a vision. Mahadev appeared in her dream and said - "The whole money is yours, do not 

give anything to anybody, spend some amount for temple purposes in consultation with Chenbassappa 

and if you want to use it for some other purpose, consult Baba in the Masjid (Myself)." Gouri told Me 

the vision and I gave her the proper advice in the matter. I told her to take the principal or capital 

amount to herself, give half the amount of interest to Chenbassappa and that Veerbhadrappa had 

nothing to do in the matter. While I was thus talking, both Veerbhadrappa and Chenbassappa came 

there quarreling. I tried My best to appease them and told them God's vision to Gouri. Veerbhadrappa  
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got wild and angry and threatened to kill Chenbassappa cutting him to pieces. The latter was timid, he caught my 

feet and sought my refuge. I pledged Myself to save him from the wrath of his foe. Then after some time 

Veerbhadrappa died and was born as a snake and Chenbassappa died and was born as a frog. Hearing the 

croaking of Chenbassappa and remembering my pledge, I came here, saved him and kept My word. God runs to 

His devotees for help in times of danger. He saved Chenbassappa (the frog) by sending Me here. All this is God's 

Leela or sport." 

The Moral 

The moral of the story is that one has to reap what one sows, and there is no escape unless one suffers and 

squares up one's old debts and dealings with others, and that greed for money drags the greedy man to the 

lowest level and ultimately brings destruction on him and others. 

Source: https://knowmoreaboutshirdisai.wordpress.com/2013/10/16/sri-shirdi-sai-satcharitra-chapter-47/ 
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Samarpan  
There is no truth apart from the Guru. With complete faith, devotion and surrender to the Guru, one 

reaches the gateway to self-realisation. The divine Guru, by the application of the collyrium (eye lotion) 

of knowledge, opens the eyes of one blinded by the disease of ignorance. 

The Guru has almost become the accepted axiom of spiritual progress. The relationship he bears to 

those whom he guides is unique. The quest for liberation is impossible to accomplish till the Guru’s 

grace paves the way for the mortals to follow. 

The immortal bond which is established between the Guru and his devotees is the harbinger of Supreme 

Bliss since it fosters a direct union with God. A firm and unfaltering faith in the Guru, according to Sai 

Baba, is the highest Sadhana. Sadguru Sainath believed that each individual soul is eternally and 

essentially perfect and all bondage is super-imposed. His way, therefore, was of trust in the 

compassionate Guru whose silent shower of spiritual grace would remove the dark veils of ignorance to 

usher genuine seekers into the realms of spiritual awareness. Once this vista is thrown open to man, he 

witnesses a supreme harmony that reveals to him everything in its right perspective; the dimension of 

Divinity permeating everything is revealed to him. 

The disciple dedicates his body, heart and soul to the Guru who showers His grace and takes up the 

entire being of the disciple to prepare him in the way he thinks best for a life of contentment and 

perfection. Baba himself once exemplified this idea by comparing the disciple to a lump of plastic clay 

from which the master potter fashions fascinating pieces of pottery. 

In Chapter 2 of Sai Satcharitra, Hemadpant was contemplating on the necessity of a Guru.  Sai Baba 

answered by saying that the way to reach is our destination is extremely tough, full of obstacles and 

pitfalls. However, by taking a guide with us, there are no difficulties and the journey is smooth. 

Sadguru Sai showed by example that one has to make the Guru the sole object of one’s thoughts and 

aims to attain the supreme goal of life, “Trust in the Guru fully — Guru is verily God” — was, therefore, 

Baba’s paramount teaching to transforming us into true seekers of truth and wisdom. 

Baba described how he once roamed about in a forest seeking for truth with three young men. They 

discussed amongst themselves the right way of reaching their goal. But Baba was content even at that 

stage to feel that surrender of the body and soul to the Guru was the best way. He meditated on 

nothing but the Guru, and had no goal or objects other than the Guru! Wonderful indeed the way of his 

Guru! Sai wanted nothing but the Guru and he wanted nothing but this intense love from the former. 

Shirdi Sai Baba’s personality reflected a spirit of Samarpan (Total Surrender) which made all those who 

met him feel the urge to surrender to him. Sai Baba was in the deepest sense of the phrase a Guru 

incarnate. He naturally attracted people, and they were willing and anxious to surrender to him. “Why 

should anyone fear, when I am near”, he said, “Cast all your burdens on me and I will bear them”. 

According to him, not by running away from life and its problems but by facing them with courage and 

fortitude does man reach the true understanding of his Creator? 
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Just as we can light more than thousand candles from a single lamp, so too only the one who earned 

wisdom viz., the Guru can enlighten others to remove their ignorance. Lamps are many but light is one 

which shines as wisdom in a million hearts, the Universal Luminosity, which is God. Sai Baba, whom 

thousands of devotees worship, is our Sadguru — the manifested Divine who in his infinite compassion 

assumed a human form to enlighten us. 

By Rajiv Kaicker, New Delhi 
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Miraculous Powers of Shirdi Sai 

Baba 
Water jars are kept in mosques for people to wash their feet before entering the sacred precincts. In the 

dusk, the villagers saw Baba take water from the jars and pour it into his lamps. Then he lit the lamps 

and they burned. They continued to burn, and the watchers realized that the fakir had turned the water 

into oil. In consternation, they fell at his feet, and prayed that he would not put a curse on them for the 

way they had treated him. 

This was the first miracle Sai Baba performed before the public, and it was the match that lit the fire 

which became beacon drawing thousands of men to him from afar. Many became his devotees. He used 

his miraculous powers to cure their ailments, to help them in their day-to-day problems, to protect 

them from danger wherever they happened to be, and to draw them towards a spiritual way of life. 

A great many found their sense of values changing. Some surrendered themselves entirely to the divine 

will which they saw in Baba, gave up their worldly lives, and came to live at Shirdi as close disciples. Sai 

Baba taught them according to their needs and capacities. Learned pundits who thought him illiterate 

found that he could discourse on spiritual philosophy and interpret the sacred writings of India more 

profoundly and clearly than anyone else they had ever known. But always he led his disciples along the 

Bhakti marga, the radiant pathway of divine love, self-surrender and devotion. 

Loving care of his devotees was the ruling motif of all Baba's actions and many of them have stated that 

in his presence they always felt a spiritual exaltation. They forgot their pains, their cares and their 

anxieties. They felt completely safe and the hours passed unnoticed in blissful happiness. 

One devotee, a Parsi woman, wrote: "Other saints forget their bodies and surroundings, and then return 

to them, but Sai Baba was constantly both in and outside the material world. Others seem to take pains 

and make efforts to read the contents of people's minds, or to tell them their past history, but with Sai 

Baba no effort was needed. He was always in the all-knowing state." 

Many quaint, amusing and illuminating stories are told about him in the volumes on his life and 

teachings. But for our purposes there are just a few points we might note. One object of the fire he kept 

burning always at the mosque was to provide a ready supply of ash. This he called udhi, and used it for 

many kinds of miraculous purposes, particularly for curing ailments. The miracles he performed cover 

the full range of siddhis, or supernormal powers, as expressed in such spiritual and yogic classics as the 

Srimad Bhagavata and Patanjali's Yoga Sutras. 

Many times, he proved to his devotees that he knew what they were thinking and saying and doing 

when hundreds of miles away from him. Frequently in crises he appeared wherever he was needed, 

either in his own form or apparently in some other body - a beggar, a hermit, a workman, a dog, a cat or 

something else. There was plentiful evidence that he could project himself through space and take any 

material form he chose. Those who were in the best position to know, his nearest disciples, had no 

doubts whatever on this point. 
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Baba gave visions to people, as for instance, the visiting high Brahmin 

who was dubious about going into the Moslem mosque. From outside 

the mosque the Brahmin saw Sai Baba as the God-form he 

worshipped, Sri Rama. So convincing was this vision of Rama that he 

rushed in and fell  

at Baba's feet. Other types of miracle include the giving of protection 

at a distance - protection against accident, plague, ill-fortune and 

imminent death; the granting of issue to those who were childless or 

desired to have a son; appearing to people in dreams with advice and 

help in their problems. 

Like Jesus, Baba was able to cast out evil spirits from those obsessed 

and cure the most terrible diseases, such as blindness, palsy and 

leprosy. For instance, he allowed Bagoji, a man with advanced leprosy, 

to come and shampoo his legs. People were afraid that Baba would 

himself be infected, but on the contrary Bagoji was completely cured 

of his leprosy, only scars and marks remaining. 

By the end of last century, in spite of India's primitive communications 

at that time, Sai Baba's fame was snowballing rapidly. The high peak 

was reached by about 1910 when an endless stream of visitors began 

to flow in from Bombay and other places. Pomp and ceremony were 

thrust upon the rugged, unsophisticated old saint. Loaded down with 

jewellery, seated in a silver chariot with fine horses and elephants, he 

was taken in grand and colourful procession through the streets. 

Baba, it is said, disliked all this show, but he submitted to it to please 

the people. Yet despite the royal treatment and the riches offered 

him, he continued to beg his food as of old; perhaps this was to show 

that humility is more than ever necessary when wealth and pomp and 

power are striving to seduce the soul of man.  

Extracts from: The Incredible Sai Baba, by Arthur Osborne. 
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Woodcutter and the mine of 

dreams 
Once there was a woodcutter who used to cut wood from forest and sell it in the market to earn his 

living. Every day he used to come across a sage meditating in the forest. He used to feel some kind of 

attraction towards that sage but sage never used to talk to anyone. 

One day he decided to take blessings from the Sage. So, he went to the sage for his blessings. Sage just 

said, “go deep into the forest” and closed his eyes in meditation. That day Woodcutter went deep inside 

the forest and to his surprise he found big sandal wood trees. That day he made lot of money enough 

for one week. Now he used to cut sandalwood only in a week. 

After some days, he felt I should go more deep inside the forest and to his surprise he found the silver 

mine just ahead of the place where he had stopped last time. Now he was very happy almost on the 7th 

heaven. He came back and thanked the Sage but sage repeated his words “go deep into the forest” and 

he went still further inside the forest. 

To his surprise he found Gold mine there. For a while he thought it’s a dream. Then he thought why not 

go still further. 

So, the Woodcutter went very deep inside the forest. Path was not easy and there was danger of wild 

animals also. But some voice was constantly asking him keep on moving inside the forest. At times, he 

was scared also and wanted to turn back and enjoy the luxurious life by selling Gold.  

Any other day he would have stopped and turn back but today some inner voice was pushing him 

towards the forest. At last he came across a diamond mines. He was literally shocked. It was too much. 

He sat under the tree and remembers his past. Few weeks ago, he was a poor Woodcutter earning every 

day just enough to feed his family and today he is the richest person in the whole country. 

Long time he sat under a tree and then he realized it’s all because of the blessings of that sage. And 

there must be something better than this Diamond mines that’s why sage is not after these diamonds. 

He came back and fell at the feet of the sage and asked for his blessings again. 

Sage took him up by arms and said “all the while I was waiting for you only. Now go deep inside your 

heart. You will come across many beautiful experiences; many spiritual powers will come to you. But 

don’t stop there. Just keep on moving inside until you found yourself.”  
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Bhakti-Yoga – The Path of Love 
 

“Arjuna asked: My Lord! Which are the better devotees who worship Thee, those who try to know Thee 

as a Personal God, or those who worship Thee as Impersonal and Indestructible? 

Lord Shri Krishna replied: Those who keep their minds fixed on Me, who worship Me always with 

unwavering faith and concentration; these are the very best.  

Those who worship Me as the Indestructible, the Undefinable, the Omnipresent, the Unthinkable, the 

Primeval, the Immutable and the Eternal; Subduing their senses, viewing all conditions of life with the 

same eye, and working for the welfare of all beings, assuredly they come to Me. 

But they who thus fix their attention on the Absolute and Impersonal encounter greater hardships, for it 

is difficult for those who possess a body to realise Me as without one. Verily, those who surrender their 

actions to Me, who muse on Me, worship Me and meditate on Me alone, with no thought save of Me, O 

Arjuna! I rescue them from the ocean of life and death, for their minds are fixed on Me. 

Then let thy mind cling only to Me, let thy intellect abide in Me; and without doubt thou shalt live 

hereafter in Me alone. But if thou canst not fix thy mind firmly on Me, then, My beloved friend, try to do 

so by constant practice. And if thou are not strong enough to practise concentration, then devote thyself 

to My service, do all thine acts for My sake, and thou shalt still attain the goal. And if thou art too weak 

even for this, then seek refuge in union with Me, and with perfect self-control renounce the fruit of thy 

action. 

Knowledge is superior to blind action, meditation to mere knowledge, renunciation of the fruit of action 

to meditation, and where there is renunciation peace will follow. He who is incapable of hatred towards 

any being, who is kind and compassionate, free from selfishness, without pride, equable in pleasure and 

in pain, and forgiving, always contented, centered in oneself, self-controlled, resolute, with mind and 

reason dedicated to Me, such a devotee of Mine is My beloved. 

He who does not harm the world, and whom the world cannot harm, who is not carried away by any 

impulse of joy, anger or fear, such a one is My beloved. He who expects nothing, who is pure, watchful, 

indifferent, unruffled, and who renounces all initiative, such a one is My beloved. He who is beyond joy 

and hate, who neither laments nor desires, to whom good and evil fortunes are the same, such a one is 

My beloved. 

He to whom friend and foe are alike, who welcomes equally honour and dishonour, heat and cold, 

pleasure and pain, who is enamoured of nothing, Who is indifferent to praise and censure, who enjoys 

silence, who is contented with every fate, who has no fixed abode, who is steadfast in mind, and filled 

with devotion, such a one is My beloved. 

Verily those who love the spiritual wisdom as I have taught, whose faith never fails, and who 

concentrate their whole nature on Me, they indeed are My most beloved.” 
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Thus, in the Holy Book the Bhagavad Gita, one of the Upanishads, in the Science of the 

Supreme Spirit, in the Art of Self-Knowledge, in the colloquy between the Divine Lord Shri 

Krishna and the Prince Arjuna, stands the twelfth chapter, entitled: Bhakti-Yoga or the Path 

of Love. 
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The many teachers of Junnaid 
 

One of the great Sufi Masters, Junnaid, was asked when he was dying... his chief disciple came close to 

him and asked, ″Master, you are leaving us. One question has always been in our minds but we could 

never gather courage enough to ask you. Who was your Master? This has been a great curiosity among 

your disciples because we have never heard you talk about your Master.″  

Junnaid opened his eyes and said, ″It will be very difficult for me to answer because I have learned from 

almost everybody. The whole existence has been my Master. I have learned from every event that has 

happened in my life. And I am grateful to all that has happened, because out of all that learning I have 

arrived.″  

Junnaid said, ″Just to satisfy your curiosity I will give you three instances.  

 

First Instance: A Dog 
One: I was very thirsty and I was going towards the river carrying my begging bowl, the only possession I 

had. When I reached the river a dog rushed, jumped into the river, started drinking. ″I watched for a 

moment and threw away my begging bowl--because it is useless. A dog can do without it. I also jumped 

into the river, drank as much water as I wanted. My whole body was cool because I had jumped into the 

river. I sat in the river for a few moments, thanked the dog, touched his feet with deep reverence 

because he had taught me a lesson.  

″I had dropped everything, all possessions, but there was a certain clinging to my begging bowl. It was a 

beautiful bowl, very beautifully carved, and I was always aware that somebody might steal it. Even in the 

night I used to put it under my head as a pillow so nobody could snatch it away. That was my last 

clinging--the dog helped. It was so clear: if a dog can manage without a begging bowl... I am a man, why 

can′t I manage? That dog was one of my Masters.  

 

Second Instance: A Thief 
″Secondly,″ he said, ″I lost my way in a forest and by the time I reached the nearest village that I could 

find, it was midnight. Everybody was fast asleep. I wandered all over the town to see if I could find 

somebody awake to give me shelter for the night, until finally I found one man. I asked him, ′It seems 

only two persons are awake in the town, you and I. Can you give me shelter for the night?′  

″The man said, ′I can see from your gown that you are a Sufi monk.′″  

The word Sufi comes from suf; suf means wool, a woolen garment. The Sufis have used the woolen 

garment for centuries; hence they are called Sufis because of their garment. The man said, ″I can see 

you are a Sufi and I feel a little embarrassed to take you to my home. I am perfectly willing, but I must 

tell you who I am. I am a thief--would you like to be a guest of a thief?″  
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For a moment Junnaid hesitated. The thief said, ″Look, it is better I told you. You seem hesitant. The 

thief is willing but the mystic seems to be hesitant to enter into the house of a thief, as if the mystic is 

weaker than the thief. In fact, I should be afraid of you--you may change me, you may transform my 

whole life! Inviting you means danger, but I am not afraid. You are welcome. Come to my home. Eat, 

drink, go to sleep, and stay as long as you want, because I live alone and my earning is enough. I can 

manage for two persons. And it will be really beautiful to chit-chat with you of great things. But you 

seem to be hesitant.″  

And Junnaid became aware that it was true. He asked to be forgiven. He touched the feet of the thief 

and he said, ″Yes, my rootedness in my own being is yet very weak. You are really a strong man and I 

would like to come to your home. And I would like to stay a little longer, not only for this night. I want to 

be stronger myself!″  

The thief said, ″Come on!″ He fed the Sufi, gave him something to drink, helped him to prepare for sleep 

and he said, ″Now I will go. I have to do my own thing. I will come back early in the morning.″ Early in 

the morning the thief came back. Junnaid asked, ″Have you been successful?″  

The thief said, ″No, not today, but I will see tomorrow.″  

And this happened continuously, for thirty days: every night the thief went out, and every morning he 

came back empty-handed. But he was never sad, never frustrated--no sign of failure on his face, always 

happy --and he would say, ″It doesn′t matter. I tried my best. I could not find anything today again, but 

tomorrow I will try. And, God willing, it can happen tomorrow if it has not happened today.″  

After one-month Junnaid left, and for years he tried to realize the ultimate, and it was always a failure. 

But each time he decided to drop the whole project he remembered the thief, his smiling face and his 

saying ″God willing, what has not happened today may happen tomorrow.″  

Junnaid said, ″I remembered the thief as one of my greatest Masters. Without him I would not be what I 

am.  

 

Third Instance: Little Boy 
″And third,″ he said, ″I entered into a small village. A little boy was carrying a lit candle, obviously going 

to the small temple of the town to put the candle there for the night.″  

And Junnaid asked, ″Can you tell me from where the light comes? You have lighted the candle yourself 

so you must have seen. What is the source of light?″  

The boy laughed and he said, ″Wait!″ And he blew out the candle in front of Junnaid. And he said, ″You 

have seen the light go. Can you tell me where it has gone? If you can tell me where it has gone I will tell 

you from where it has come, because it has gone to the same place. It has returned to the source.″  

And Junnaid said, ″I had met great philosophers but nobody had made such a beautiful statement: ′It 

has gone to its very source.′ Everything returns to its source finally. Moreover, the child made me aware 

of my own ignorance. I was trying to joke with the child, but the joke was on me. He showed me that 

asking foolish questions--′From where has the light come?′--is not intelligent. It comes from nowhere, 

from nothingness--and it goes back to nowhere, to nothingness.″  
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Junnaid said, ″I touched the feet of the child. The child was puzzled. He said, ′Why you are touching my 

feet?′ And I told him, ′You are my Master--you have shown me something. You have given me a great 

lesson, a great insight.′  

″Since that time,″ Junnaid said, ″I have been meditating on nothingness and slowly, slowly I have 

entered into nothingness. And now the final moment has come when the candle will go out, the light 

will go out. And I know where I am going--to the same source.  

″I remember that child with gratefulness. I can still see him standing before me, blowing out the candle.″ 

No situation is without a lesson, no situation at all. All situations are pregnant, but you have to discover; 

it may not be available on the surface. You have to be watchful, you have to look at all the aspects of the 

situation. 

Source: Transformation Tarot Cards from Osho 
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Previous Offerings at your Lotus 

Feet  
Click on any picture to visit the site. 
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The greater the trial, the greater 

the reward  
 

The darkest cloud has a silvery lining. The pall of night is lifted when the sun shines; in all its brightness 

and glory. Even if the struggle be hard, why be sad and gloomy? For, is not God, your Father, near you, 

to befriend you? Keep your mind still like waters of the deep lake. Stand firm like a rock, shrink not if 

calamities pour on you, like a hurricane. Greater the trial, the greater the reward. Greater the misery, 

greater the happiness. There must follow the sunny day when the night is over.  

Stain not your mind or body with impurity. Walk the path of rectitude, with love for all—a smile for a 

sick and forgiveness to all. Make that the ideal of your life, if you wish to win the race and come out 

triumphant from the struggle of life. Hatred, malice, revenge, jealousy, bigotness, pride, greed, lust & 

sloth: these are the companions of Satan.  

Love, purity, righteousness, gentility, humility, tolerance, forbearance, broadmindedness, 

contentedness, culture, labour, sincerity, loyalty, one-mindedness—these are the fragrant flowers, that 

grow in the Garden of God. Make a bouquet of them and carry it with you, for each flower is reminiscent 

of God's glory and a reminder of His Kingdom. Make virtue your crown and vice a footstool, to trample it 

under your feet. Be a master, not a slave of your mind, body, and the senses.  

Source: Sai Baba's Messages to Yogi MKSpencer – SaiLeelas 
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Sri Ramakrishna - Importance of 

Scriptures, Books 
 

Sri Ramakrishna (with a smile): "Do you know my attitude? Books, scriptures, and things like 

that only point out the way to reach God. After finding the way, what more need is there of 

books and scriptures? Then comes the time for action. 

"A man received a letter from home informing him that certain presents were to be sent to his 

relatives. The names of the articles were given in the letter. As he was about to go shopping for 

them, he found that the letter was missing. He began anxiously to search for it, several others 

joining in the search. For a long time, they continued to search. When at last the letter was 

discovered, his joy knew no bounds. 

With great eagerness, he opened the letter and read it. It said that he was to buy five seers of 

sweets, a piece of cloth, and a few other things. Then he did not need the letter any more, for it 

had served its purpose. Putting it aside, he went out to buy the things. How long is such a letter 

necessary? As long as its contents are not known. When the contents are known one proceeds 

to carry out the directions. 

"In the scriptures, you will find the way to realize God. But after getting all the information 

about the path, you must begin to work. Only then can you attain your goal. 

"What will it avail a man to have mere scholarship? A pundit may have studied many scriptures, 

he may recite many sacred texts, but if he is still attached to the world and if inwardly he loves 

'woman and gold', then he has not assimilated the contents of the scriptures. For such a man 

the study of scriptures is futile. 

"The almanac forecasts the rainfall tor the year. You may squeeze the book, but you won't get a 

drop of water — not even a single drop." (Laughter.)  

Source: from book "Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna" 
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Potato Curry: Experience with 

Ramana Maharishi 
 

One day, when I was still new in the kitchen, I served Bhagavan with a few more pieces of 

potato than the rest. Bhagavan noticed it and got very angry with me. He turned his face away 

and would not look at those who were serving food. I could not figure out the cause of his 

anger and wondered who it was who had offended him.  

The women who worked in the kitchen would gather around him to take leave of him in the 

evening after the work was over. Usually he would exchange a few words with us, inquire who 

was accompanying us, whether we had a lantern, and so on. That evening he gave me a sign to 

come near. 

"What did you do tonight?" 

       "I don't know, Swami, have I done something wrong? 

"You served me more curry than others." 

       "What does it matter? I did it with love and devotion." 

"I felt ashamed to eat more than others. Have you come all this way to stuff me with food? You 

should always serve me less than others." 

       "But, Bhagavan, how can I treat you worse than others?" 

"Is this the way to please me? Do you hope to earn grace through a potato curry?" 

       "Out of my love for you I committed a blunder. 

       Forgive me, Bhagavan, I shall respect your wishes." 

"The more you love my people, the more you love me," said Bhagavan, and the matter was 

closed. A good lesson was learned and never forgotten. 

 

By Shantammal (www.cosmicharmony.com) 
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Content Disclaimer 
Please note that the information in this magazine, including all articles, photos, does not make 

any claims. Any information offered is the opinion of the creators/authors of that material. It is 

respectfully offered to you to explore, in the hope and with the intention that exploring this 

material will be informational and helpful to you. 

All contents in this magazine will be reviewed by the editors. While we make every reasonable 

effort to ensure the accuracy of the information, some information may not be complete, and 

may contain inaccuracies or errors. If you believe any information is inaccurate, please let us 

know by contacting us at: editor@saisaburi.org  
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